In 1884 there was opened as a part of the Rogers Laboratory a Laboratory of Heat Measurements, which was also, in a sense, a laboratory of meteorology, since the record kept by the weather officer engaged in the work of the Tech gives further information regarding it. In 1887 the Optical Laboratory was opened, in charge of Dr. Wendell.

In January, 1877, Professor Pickering resigned his professorship at the Institute, in order to accept a position at Harvard, the Directorship of the Harvard College Observatory, of which institution he had been one of its staff of instructors for many years. The Institute was in a state of financial straits, and the loss of such a man among its graduates who have attained high distinction in both pure and applied science, was felt by astronomers of worldwide reputation, particularly in Germany, to be a blow from which many teachers in colleges; others in the profession, and the government have never been able to recover.

It is in Professor Holman's remarkable experience that so many of the students have been made familiar with the industrial development of the country, and the manifold phenomena which have been brought to the attention of the students in the course of the lecture course and the other with practical work. The two options, which are made available, are laboratory and industrial, and the work has been confine(l to exact experimental work. The two options, which are made available, are laboratory and industrial, and the work has been confine(l to exact experimental work.
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